The roots of the quote story creating Eve from Adam’s rib

Babylonian legend says that the island Delmon turned into a paradise after the union of
the Goddess(Enki) with the Mother Goddess Earth Ninkhorsag that got angry with her
husband who eat without her knowledge eight plants she had cultured it, She cursed him
with the curse of death:(Until you die I shall not see you during your life. Since Enki
represents god of water ... It means for the rest of the gods that the water will decrease, and
there will not be streaming from Enki as before, and that the Earth will drink what will
remain of this water, There will be drought and d famine, so the gods will try to persuade
Ninkhorsag to pardon her husband, since she, is the only one capable of his recovery, and
the Fox eventually was the only to convince her, then Ninkhorsag created eight gods for
healing his eight illnesses and that one of the illnesses was ache in the rib of the chest!!.
One of those eight gods was called NEN-TI and meaning (Lady Rib), the Sumerian Word
Ty denotes the meaning rib in the case of the name, and give the meaning of life as a verb.
As well as the meaning NEN-TI is the Lady that revives, so we see in the legend that she
healed the rib of the God Enki. Details of this legend is quote biblical idea in Genesis, which
says: The Lord put sleep on Adam, then the Lord took one of the ribs and filled its place
with meat, and built from the rib taken Adam's woman.
So we could identify the roots and origins of this biblical story quoted while Babylonian
legend reads, and note the great convergence between NEN-TY Lady rib and are the same
(the woman who pays) and between the biblical names Eve – or giving life.

The roots of the first Sin story quote-Adam and Eve

Prospectors and archaeologists found in Iraq a pattern form cylindrical seal, depicts a man
on his head a cap or two horns, his bare head woman, sitting in chairs on opposite sides
and two palm tree, both of what his hand towards the corresponding dates towards and
hanging from the Palm, as well as a snake is live standing upright behind the women!!
Even without seeing some of you this picture, what do you suggest this picture says? All of
this was translated by the writer that he biblically quoted two humans names Adam and
Eve, and replace the Palm and dates with Apple tree which represents the good and evil,
and the land of Palestine is famous for apples and not for dates, the biblical quote was
against him when his slyness fail on hid the famous quotation and significant landmarks,
and which deceived the world for hundreds and hundreds of years, until the discovery of a
small cylindrical seal.
The Persian legend of the creation of Adam and Eve, says: (the most potent) Ahura Mazda
in the Zoroastrian religion create Ghiomart and is the equivalent of the human Adam.
Ghiomart lived 3000 years as a disembodied spirit!!!, Then turned into a handsome young
man, and after living for a period of 30 years as the Devil Ehrman poisoned and killed him,
and the instigation of Gy the bitch!!. And of the seed of Ghiomart grown to give all
humanity the father and mother Mashy and Mishan which left the cult Ahura Mazda and
depending on the seduction of Satan. So Ahura Mazda was sentenced with eternal torment.
This reminds us of the Lord's Biblical curse on Adam and Eve and live, and how their
expulsion from the Garden of Eden. They surrendered to the lure of living and ate apples
and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, and the significance of their disobedience to

the commands of the Lord!! Quote is very clear.

